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School policy on the teaching of phonics, reading and writing
Our pupils learn to read and write effectively and quickly using the Read Write Inc.
Phonics programme. They progress onto Read Write Inc. comprehension and Read
Write Inc. Spelling once they can read with accuracy and speed.
Read Write Inc. Phonics
The programme is for:
•
•

Pupils in Year R to Year 2 who are learning to read and write
Any pupils in Years 3, 4, 5 and 6 who need to catch up rapidly

In Read Write Inc. Phonics pupils:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Decode letter-sound correspondences quickly and effortlessly, using their
phonic knowledge and skills
Read common exception words on sight
Understand what they read
Read aloud with fluency and expression
Write confidently, with a strong focus on vocabulary and grammar
Spell quickly and easily by segmenting the sounds in words
Acquire good handwriting.

In addition, we teach pupils to work effectively with a partner to explain and
consolidate what they are learning. This provides the teacher with opportunities to
assess learning and to pick up on difficulties, such as pupils’ poor articulation, or
problems with blending or alphabetic code knowledge.
We group pupils homogeneously, according to their progress in reading rather than
their writing. This is because it is known that pupils’ progress in writing will lag behind
progress in reading, especially for those whose motor skills are less well developed.
In Year R we emphasise the alphabetic code. The pupils rapidly learn sounds and
the letter or groups of letters they need to represent them. Simple mnemonics help
them to grasp this quickly. This is especially useful for pupils at risk of making slower
progress. This learning is consolidated daily. Pupils have frequent practice in reading
high frequency words with irregular spellings – common exception words.
We make sure that pupils read books that are closely matched to their increasing
knowledge of phonics and the common exception words. This is so that, early on,
they experience success and gain confidence that they are readers. Re-reading and
discussing these books with the teacher supports their increasingly fluent decoding.
Alongside this, the teachers read a wide range of stories, poetry and non-fiction to
pupils; they are soon able to read these texts for themselves.
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Embedding the alphabetic code early on means that pupils quickly learn to write
simple words and sentences. We encourage them to compose each sentence aloud
until they are confident to write independently. We make sure they write every day.
Pupils write at the level of their spelling knowledge. The quality of the vocabulary
they use in their writing reflects the language they have heard in the books the
teacher has read to them; they have also discussed what the words mean.
See English policy for spelling policy
Our aim is for pupils to complete the phonics programme as quickly as possible. The
sooner they complete it, the sooner they will be able to choose books to read at their
own interest and comprehension level.
Read Write Inc. Literacy and Language, and Spelling
Read Write Inc. Comprehension is for:
• Pupils in Year 2 who have completed Read Write Inc. Phonics.
Read Write Inc. Spelling is for:
• Pupils in Year 2 who can read with accuracy (they recognise the alternative
graphemes for sounds).
In Read Write Inc. Comprehension pupils:
• Develop a deep understanding of what they read: complete texts by leading
authors are introduced using a three-step approach
• Learn grammar in context allowing pupils to use it with understanding:
grammar banks are provided to support teacher knowledge
• Learn to articulate their thoughts and ideas clearly to one another: they learn
how to present and debate; to reason and justify their answers
• Learn to write confidently by following our highly supportive three step
approach,
• building upon the story or non-fiction text they have studied
Teachers also read a wide range of stories, poetry and non-fiction to pupils. Pupils
are encouraged to choose books to read at their own interest and comprehension
level.
Outcomes for children
Assessing and tracking progress
We assess all pupils following Read Write Inc. Phonics using the Sound and Word
Entry Assessment. We use this data to assign them to either Read Write Inc.
Phonics or Read Write Inc. Comprehension, along with Read Write Inc. Spelling.
This gives us a very good indication of how well they are making progress relative to
their starting points. We do this for all pupils, whenever they join us, so we can track
all of them effectively, including those eligible for the pupil premium.
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We aim for all children to be accurate and speedy readers by the time they enter Key
Stage 2. We have high expectations of our pupils’ progress. In the June 2015 phonic
screening check, 85% of our pupils reached the threshold, and in June 2015, 85%
again. We attribute this to the programme and to the expectations it builds in.
We support pupils who have identified special educational needs for however long it
takes until they can read. For example, we identify those who are at risk of falling
behind their peers immediately – whatever their age. Highly trained staff tutor them
for 10 minutes every day, using the Read Write Inc. One-to-one tutoring programme.
If a child arrives in Key Stage 2 with English as an additional language they are
taught Read Write Inc. Phonics until they too catch up with their peers.
Pupils in the ‘lowest’ attaining group have the widest variety of needs. This is
therefore the least homogeneous group. In order to give these pupils the same
carefully targeted teaching as all the other groups, some of these pupils have daily
one-to-one tutoring for 10 to 20 minutes, in addition to their group session in the
morning. This tutoring helps us to meet their individual needs.
Quality of teaching and pupils’ progress
The Headteacher and reading leader monitor pupils’ progress together until every
child can read. No child is left behind to struggle.
We record lesson observations and any subsequent coaching alongside the ‘teacher
tracker’ so that we can see if there is a correlation between the quality of the
teaching and the progress pupils make.
1. The Read Write Inc. ‘cycle of instruction’ is embedded across the curriculum –
MT/YT, TTYP. Pupils do not raise their hands to answer questions.
2. Close grouping in Phonics is maintained – pupils are moved on quickly.
3. The purpose of each activity is clear to both teachers and pupils.
4. Planning and marking is thorough.
5. In Phonics, pupils read books at home that closely match their word reading
ability.
6. In Literacy and Language, pupils read widely and often at home.
7. Teaching is monitored thoroughly (see Leadership and Management).
Effectiveness of leadership and management
Shared vision
The school’s shared vision is that every pupil learns to read quickly and continues to
read – widely and often. The Headteacher works with all the staff to ensure that this
happens. In particular, she works closely with the reading leader to monitor the
quality of teaching and to provide coaching for staff (teachers and teaching
assistants).
The role of the reading leader is critical. Alongside the headteacher, the reading
leader drives the teaching of Read Write Inc. Phonics.
The reading leader’s roles include:
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- ensuring that our teaching of reading is of the highest quality and that all our
pupils make progress.
- ensuring pupils in the ‘lower progress’ group are making good progress and
organising one-to-one tutoring for the pupils who need extra support.
- keeping the groups homogeneous, i.e. at the same reading level
- providing further training (through masterclasses, coaching/ observation and faceto face feedback)
Teachers alert the reading leader to any pupil whose progress is faster or slower
than the rest of their group.
The reading team is made up of a team of good and outstanding teachers and
teaching assistants (TAs) who each teach a group of pupils at the same reading
level. Our TAs generally teach small groups of four to eight.
Timetable
RWI is taught every single day
• Reception – daily whole class teaching for 25 minutes for Autumn 1, the
children are then assessed and split into ability groups. Children then have
daily 35 minute lessons which increases to 50 minutes in Summer 1.
• Year 1 – daily RWI lessons of 1hr and 20 minutes (handwriting, phonics,
reading and writing)
• Year 2 – daily RWI lessons of 45 minutes (handwriting, phonics and reading)
Children then go back to their base classes for English

.
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